
STRIPY CHRISTMAS BASKET
The Summer House Collection

The latest collection from the Liberty Fabrics design studio drew 
inspiration from the interiors of 17th and 19th century orangeries. 

The Summer House quilting collection illustrates the grand architecture 
of these structures – paying homage to the details of decorative tiled 

flooring, iron works and trellises.

Archival artworks are translated into conversational prints inspired by 
citrus fruits, plants and vines weaving amongst detailed ironworks, while 

floral geometric designs evoke the forms of intricate tiles.
The Summer House collection is available in three distinct colourways, 

offering a tonal palette that graduates from neutrals to blues with hints of 
citrus tones and warm reds.



POINSETTIA - 5662X 
One strip - 3” x WOF
91/2” x 91/2” piece for the base
9” x 11/2” piece for the binding

STRIPY CHRISTMAS BASKET
Finished size: 9”diameter base x 8”height
MATERIALS:
• LIBERTY - SEASONS GREETING FABRIC RANGE

FESTIVE SHINE METALLIC - 5664Y
One strip - 3” x WOF
One strip 291/2” x 11/2” for the 
basket exterior binding
One bias strip - 30” x 11/2” for 
circle base binding

HOLIDAY BERRIES - 5661X
One strip - 3” x WOF

• Bosal Craft-Tex & In-R-Form For Buckets - 9” foam 
circles and 9” fusible circle

• Batting 30” x 16”

HOLIDAY BERRIES - 5661Y
101/2” x 291/2” piece for interior
91/2” x 91/2” piece for the base

POINSETTIA - 5662Y
One strip - 3” x WOF

SPARKLING FOREST - 5666Y
One strip - 3” x WOF

BASE
Place 9” foam circle on top of the base piece 
and quilt as desired. We used some parallel lines 
approx 1” apart. Cut fabric piece to the shape of 
the foam circle. 
Repeat it for the fusible circle. Place circles on top 
of each other and fuse them together with an iron.
With right sides together stitch bias strip along 
the edge of the base. Fold over the ends and trim 
excess length. Turn binding over, fold in seam 
allowance and top stitch close to the folded edge.
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The fabric requirements is for making basket as shown in the 
photograph. Before cutting review the placement of colours in 
case you want to make you own choices.



STRIPY CHRISTMAS BASKET
ASSEMBLY
Pin quilted exterior piece along the edge of the 
base to check the fit before trimming the basket 
exterior for the size on the basket bottom leaving 
approximately 3/8” seam allowance.
Take 9” x 11/2”  binding strip in half lengthwise, 
wrong sides together. Binding strip is longer than 
quilted exterior and includes 1/2” allowance to 
cover the ends
With wrong side inside, sew together short ends 
of basket exterior to make a tube. When sewing, 
place  binding strip on the seam, with raw edges 
matching and overhanging on both sides, and 
sew through the layers. 
Fold the folded edge of the binding strip over 
and fold in the seam allowance on both ends 
to cover the seam. Top stitch close to the folded 
edge.

1/2” allowance to cover 
the ends

binding strip

Align bottom edge 
of the basket exterior 
with the base and 
hand stitch them 
together.

BASKET EXTERIOR
Take five 3” strips and stitch them together 
lengthwise with 1/4” seam allowance.
Cut joint strips in half.

7”

45°

Offset them by 7 “ as illustrated and stitch two 
groups together. Cut 291/2”x 61/2” at 45 degrees 
angle.
Stitch stripy pieces with 291/2”x 101/2” 
HOLIDAY BERRIES piece together. 

291/2”x 61/2” 

291/2”x 101/2” 

Press seams open. Lay batting, fold in half 
lengthwise and stitch a few parallel lines along the 
stripes to quilt all layer together.
Trim the bottom edge straight. Sew FESTIVE SHINE 
METALLIC binding along the bottom edge.
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